A Partnership That Makes a Difference
Enhance Your Offerings with Travel With Meaning

What is Destination Earth?
Authenticity. Comfort. Sustainability. Fun!
On the ground owner-operators with extensive experience in over 80 countries
on six continents personally lead unique luxury, humanitarian, off-the-beatentrack journeys that promise to amaze your small group travel clients.
We offer high-end travel, spontaneous adventure, and authentic connections
with locals as guests make positive contributions to the communities we
encounter. This is truly Travel With Meaning!

All Destination Earth adventures feature:
gourmet meals | beautiful boutique hotels | luxurious massages
comfortable travel | caring native English-speaking guides
… and a legacy of positive personal impact
Currently Specializing In:
Southeast Asia | Hawaii
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What We Do
Adventures that Exceed
Expectations
Destination Earth Tours Are Green.
Locally-sourced. Family-run boutique
hotels. Eco lodges. Restaurants that
support social causes. Low emissions
vehicles are used when possible to reduce
our carbon footprint. Rest assured your
participation is part of the positive change
the world needs.
Destination Earth is Personal.
We personally vet each of our destinations
to custom design unique experiences, from
hidden restaurants to intimate village stays.
Destination Earth is There for You.
An experienced staff member accompanies
every trip to ensure the highest level of
customer satisfaction.
Destination Earth Gives Back.
Our social impact programs include
rewarding activities such as: opportunities
to teach local schoolchildren English;
delivering donations to needy orphanages;
and providing teaching supplies to remote
schools. Unforgettable experiences that
have a direct impact on local communities
while allowing plenty of flexibility, ensuring
an exciting vacation for our guests.
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Our Ground Operators and Vendors
Destination Earth is a unique hybrid: ground operator and DMC. We
believe local partnerships with the highest quality vendors are
paramount to outstanding service. We know that the only way to create
one of a kind experiences is to provide unique off-the-path elements by
sourcing our trips on the ground.
By hand-selecting each and every component of our adventures, we are
able to blend in-country vendors with ground operators.
This hybrid model enables Destination Earth to provide our guests a
travel experience found nowhere else.
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How You can Make a Difference
INCREASE YOUR INCOME
We offer a generous agent commission of up to 20%. We believe that generosity
with our non profits, our clients, and partners like you, is a key to our collective
success.
BE A GREEN MARKET SPECIALIST
Sustainability. Social Travel. Carbon Footprint. Green Travel. How do we leave a
positive travel legacy without sacrificing luxury? Be the agent who can offer
solutions to these issues that are becoming high priorities to more travelers
every year!
BECOME YOUR CLIENTS' GO-TO AGENT
Our enormously successful adventures translate into loyal clients for you,
because they are not just a vacation, they are a life-affirming adventure with
meaning. Be remembered for facilitating the trip where they made a difference!
Know that you are making a positive impact, too, with every trip they enjoy.
EARN RETURN CUSTOMERS
We have some of the highest return business in the industry! The quality of
experience, the care in planning and execution, and the fun we share with your
clients will bring them back for more!
Visit us at www.destination-earth.org and discover the trips that make a
difference.

We look forward to having your clients
become our guests
on an unforgettable adventure...

Owner-Operators are looking forward to answering your questions
and welcoming you to a world of Travel With Meaning!

Destination-earth.org | info@destination-earth.org | 1.800.681.5610

